KRAUS STANDART PRO™ 26-INCH
16 GAUGE UNDERMOUNT SINGLE
BOWL STAINLESS STEEL KITCHEN
SINK
IN STOCK
Standart PRO™ Series sinks are built to impress, with rugged
construction and wear-resistant finish that performs beautifully,
even under heavy use. So go ahead and host that dinner party –
Your sink can handle it all!
Finish

Stainless Steel

DESCRIPTION

Enjoy the advantage of high-end kitchen sinks without the high price tag with the best-selling Standart PRO™ Series by KRAUS.
This Kraus sink features industrial-grade corrosion-resistant T304 stainless steel and extra-thick TRU16 real 16-gauge construction
for rugged durability. Award-winning NoiseDefend™ technology insulates the basin with superior soundproofing. A deep bowl offers
plenty of room for all your dishes, while gently rounded corners make this sink easy to clean. Commercial-grade satin finish offers
lasting protection, with a beautiful sheen that complements any kitchen dècor. A rear-set drain ensures optimal drainage even with
dishes in the basin, while engineered channel grooves help direct water to the drain, for a clean and quick-drying sink.
Benefits & Features
Durable & Dent-Resistant: Made with premium-grade T304 stainless steel
Extra-Thick TRU16 real 16-gauge construction for superior strength and durability
Lifetime Limited Warranty: Satisfaction guaranteed with customer service that puts you first
Commercial Grade Satin Finish: Corrosion and rust-resistant; resilient and easy to clean
NoiseDefend™ Soundproofing Technology: Features extra-thick pads covering over 80% of the sink and non-toxic undercoating
for added insulation
FREE Accessories: Multi-functional dish grid protects the bottom of the sink, 3 piece basket strainer set, premium Kraus kitchen
towel
Undermount Installation: Sink installs beneath counter for a sleek and seamless look
Extra-Deep Sink contains splashing and fits your tallest pots and stacks of dishes
Engineered Drain Grooves direct water toward drain to keep sink free of standing water
Rear-Set Drain: Standard 3.5" drain opening provides more usable space in the sink
Installation-Ready: Kraus provides all mounting hardware, cut-out template, installation and care instructions
Outer Sink Dimensions: 26" L x 18" W x 10" D. Min Cabinet Size: 30"; Spacious sink perfect for soaking and washing your largest
pots and pans
Product Certification: All Kraus products are marked cUPC, for assurance that the product meets all North American standards
Compatible with Kraus Stainless Steel Colander: CS-2
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

FAUCET HOLES / HOLES REQUIRED

0.00

COLLECTION NAME

Standart PRO

SINK LENGTH (INCHES)

26.00

HEIGHT

0.00

LENGTH

0.00

WIDTH

18.00

SINK WIDTH (INCHES)

18.00

MINIMUM CABINET SIZE (INCHES)

30.00

MATERIAL

Stainless Steel

SINK HEIGHT

0.00

MOUNT TYPE

Undermount

CORNER RADIUS

0.00

SINK SHAPE

Rectangular

SINK GAUGE

16

DEPTH OF BOWL (INCHES)

10.00

SOUNDPROOF PADDING

Yes

WARRANTY

Limited Lifetime

CALIFORNIA COMPLIANCE

California Compliance

SINK CERTIFICATIONS

Meets ASME A112.19.3/CSA B45.4, cUPC certified, MASS Approved
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